
 

BEST PRACTICES 

1. COLLEGE TO CORPORATE SESSIONS 

1. Objectives of the Practice 

To develop life skills among students which helps them to meet the industrial 

expectations and adjust the corporate culture. 

2. Need Addressed and the Contest 

The students admitted to our college will be from different cultural and social 

background. The Need is to give them access to prepare them for industries 

and make aware for corporate culture. 

3. The Practice 

The institution has a mission of providing value added education. Need based 

personality development programmes are planned through a dynamic process 

of training the students in the college in association with department of 

collegiate education and other private institutions such as Unnati foundation, 

HK Cyber Security Foundation, AEET etc., They provides corporate training 

such as Goad setting, Hygiene and dress code, Honesty, Time and stress 

management, Resume writing, Leadership skills, Effective communication 

skills, Interview skill, Mock interview, Campus interview, Group discussion 

and Team building skills Competitive examination training etc., 

4. Evidence of Success 
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Students are very enthusiastic about it and utilize the information technology 

for completing the assigned work. This practice has helped them to face 

interview in the real competitive market and get job as per their expectation 

and requirement. the year 2016-17 JEMIMA SHARON Arts back ground 

working in ST.HOPKINS COLLEGE As a Lecturer. in the year 2017-18 

JASON OLIVER D SOUZA working in state bank of India,SIDDAPPA 

working in DEPARTMENT OF BACKWARD CLASSES ,COMMISIONER 

OFFICE. In the year 2020 -21, AJAY Bcom works in BYJU'S, SUMAIAH 

working in UPMINT FINSERV. HASSAN FATIMA working in WORLD 

CLASS SERVICE LTD.SHAIK DAWOOD IN BYJU'S. Students who have 

benefited from this practice occupy different fields of job in the market. 

5. Resources 

  The college has trained teacher who spare time to provide remedial        

  Teaching; services of experts from various private institutions and staffs    

  Provides their services to ensure that they contribute to developing  

  Students from college to corporate session. 

B.STUDENTS TO STUDENTS MENTORING 

1. Objective of the Practice 

To help slow learners in improving of academic performance from advanced 

learners.          

2. Need Addressed and the Context 

The semester scheme, introduced by the Bangalore University has carried 

forward system of subjects. Therefore, there is a need to use this provision 



towards student development. Students need to be encouraged to take up 

assignment which helps the slow learner to improve the knowledge and pass 

their backlog subjects and fast learner to improve their communication skills 

through teaching methodology. 

3. The Practice 

Students are trained with basic principles, strategies, methodology, 

approaches of teaching by the concerned subject teachers. A group of 20 

students has one mentor (concerned teacher). Every semester, one month 

before the university examination these sessions are organized. During these 

sessions, slow learners and those who find studies difficult are advised suitably 

to receive extra help and couching from senior students/class mates. Feedback 

of students is obtained after completing the entire sessions in that semester 

and necessary changes are made in the future. With the support of senior 

students/classmates, the slow learner performance will be improved in the 

coming university examination and the students who helped out will also 

benefited by the program in enhancing their communication skills and 

knowledge for the future 

4. Evidence of Success 

Students came out with good result in the university examination: Team work 

and enthusiasm prevail in most of the subjects. In 2016 SUKANYA .N. and 

REETA did post gradation from BANGALORE UNIVERSITY. In the year 2018-

19 RESHMA and VASU Completed higher education from BANGALORE 

UNIVERSITY. In the year 2019-20 DHANASHEKHAR completed his higher 

education from ST.JOSEPH EVENING COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS).Md.ASIF 

ALI completed MCOM from INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. In the year 2020-



21 PAVITRA completed post graduation from VHD cluster 

university.SUCHITHRA from VHD Cluster University. 

5. Resources 

There is no financial commitment in this programme. Student needs training 

from the mentor (or concerned teachers) to make it an effective process. All 

departments of the colleges took initiative in mentoring the students to 

become competent in their respective fields. Consultative help is drawn from 

professional experts, counselors and other resources person whenever 

necessary. Mentors maintain record of all the activities during the program. 

Review meeting are also held to maximize benefits. 
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